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Date

Dated- 25.05.2018To
The Principal in Charge
Chandidas Mahavidyalaya
Khujutipara
Birbhum

Dear Sir,

This year the IQAC has collected feedbacks from the students, alumni, parents, employers and faculty
members on a) teaching-learning performance of the faculty members, overall infrastructural facilities b)
b) well-disciplined and student-friendly campus, c) quality of students in the job market. Following is the
presentation in the table format for your convenience.

The feedbacks are collected through the structured questionnaire.
After data processing, a report on the issues has been generated.
This report is confidential. You are requested to convey the students' opinion on teaching-learning
performance to the individual teacher. For other reports, you are to take necessary steps.

This is for your intimation and necessary action.

Thanks and regards
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Enclosed
a) Copy of the reports

(Dr. Subhas Singha Roy)
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Stakeholders Issues
Teaching-learning

cam

Well-disciplined
and student-

Overall
infrastructural

facilities

Quality of the
students in the job

market
Students Yes Yes
Alumni Yes

membersF Yes
Parents Yes

Yes
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Overall Feedback on the institution: Teachers

2011-2018

Feedback from the faculty members are taken tv tt''t rQac on the overall facilities provided by the

institution including grievance redressal. It is found from the feedback that the level of satisfaction is

encouraging. Total (05) five questions aere asked and twenty-five (25) have taken part in it'

The glimPses of their responses are as follows:

Obserryation:

1) Status oflibrar)'faciliq': 80% ofthe respondent appeared to be satisfied

SU

Working place atmosphere is important for the employees' A

atmosphere prevails in the institution following democratic vr

4) Status of research facility:
In an under-graduate college, research facility is not given so much importance because of lack of scope and

opportunity. yet our institution extends the research facility within its limitations to its facutty members'

Institution provides facilities like online resources, leave to attend seminar, workshop, orientation and

Refresher course, to some cases financial assistance. ISSN journal is regularly published by the institution'

These facilities has encouraged the faculty members to publish research articles and enrich them'

uthority is conscious about it' Conducive

alues.

S

Authority is responsive and sensitive to the problems and demands of the employees. Whenever there is any

demand or grievance, the authority takes prompt steps to redress it at the earliest. Satisfaction level on this

issues is also increased as per the feedback given by the faculty members.

College wants to create ICT facility according to

constraint, the institution has made a significant

J

its capacity. Being the UG coltege and having financial

progress in this ICT support facility'
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Question Status of
library facilitY

Status of ICT
support facilitY

Status of
working

atmosphere

Status of
research facilitY

Administrative
promptness to

redress anY

Droblem-

Satisfaction
level

80% 79% 85% 64% 83%
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Teachers' Feedhack
2017-2018

,,:: Status of library faciiity

ffi Status af ICT support facility

Status of working tmosphere

:il.: 5tatus of research facility

,' Adminisatrative promptness to
r*dress any problem

Values in percentage


